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I. Introduction 

The Suck Creek Restoration project lies within the Richardson Farm in Moore County, North 
Carolina located south of SR1261 and East of SR1210. The stream drains a portion of the Deep 
River Subbasin (USGS Hydrologic Unit 03030003) and North Carolina Department of Water 
Quality (NCDWQ) Subbasin 03-06-10 of the Cape Fear River Basin. Figure 1 shows the project 
area. 

The restoration effort has the goal to transform the pre-existing altered stream corridor to a more 
stable and biologically active form. The objectives for this goal include: 

Restore stream geomorphology to referenced, stable dimension, profile, and pattern 
Establish adjacent riparian ecological community 

2. Mitigation Details 

Restoration of Suck Creek involved restoring the altered stream corridor including adjacent 
riparian zones to a referenced, stable condition. In addition, the design accounted for the needs of 
the surrounding cattle pasture, public safety, local agencies, and physical constraints within the 
project area. Construction modified the stream's dimension, pattern, and profile to stable 
conditions. In-stream structures were used to protect stream banks and riparian buffers; provide 
habitat; control grade; and stabilize crossings that allow the property owner and cattle to travel to 
separate sections of pasture. Vegetation representing local riparian communities was planted to 
provide additional stability to the stream banks and establish a riparian buffer. Refer to the 
Executive Summary of Design for more details concerning the mitigation details (Kimley-Horn 
and Associates 2002). 

A Priority I Restoration (Rosgen 1997) was performed on the project reach. The previously 
existing channel was incised with unstable banks. Using reference data from regional curves and 
appropriate reference reaches, the channel geometry was modified to a more stable C4 stream 
type - as defined by Rosgen (Rosgen 1994). In accordance with the Priority I Restoration 
method, the stream bed was elevated to reconnect to its abandoned terrace increasing available 
flood prone area to near pre-existing conditions. The result of the restoration effort is an increase 
of the width to depth ratio and reduced bank height ratios thus improving channel stability. The 
sinuosity of the reach was also increased that resulted in a decreased mean slope. The decreased 
mean slope reduces the stream velocities of bankfull events that should also increase stream 
stability. In-stream structures including rock cross vanes, root wads, and log vanes were 
incorporated into the channel. A vegetative buffer was planted along the stream corridor that 
should further stabilize the stream banks, improve habitat conditions, and reduce ambient water 
temperature. Stream channel construction was completed in April of 2003 with the vegetated 
buffers planted in February 2004. Restoration areas including stream and buffer are surrounded 
by fencing and protect by a conservation easement. Refer to the attached As-Built Plan Sheets 
for mitigation details. 

3. Mitigation Results 

Results of the mitigation effort are as follows: 

3,260 linear feet of Priority I Restoration 
7.8 acres of Riparian Buffer Establishment 
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4. Monitoring 

The progress of the mitigation effort will be monitored for five years from 2004 to 2008. 
Monitoring will proceed according to recommendations outlined in the 2003 Stream Mitigation 
Guidelines (McLendon, Fox et al. 2003). Refer to the initial monitoring report for monitoring 
details (Kimley-Horn and Associates 2004) 
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